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Abstract—With millions of Android malware samples available, researchers have a large amount of data to perform malware detection and classification, specially with the help of machine learning. Thus far, visualization tools focus on single samples or one-to-many comparison, but not a many-to-many approach. In order to exploit the quantity of data from various datasets to obtain meaningful information, we propose DaViz, a visualization tool for Android malware datasets. With the aid of multiple chart types and interactive sample filtering, users can explore different application datasets and compare them. This new tool allows to get a better understanding of the datasets at hand, and help to continue research by narrowing the samples to those of interest based on selected characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays malware researchers have millions of applications available to study. In the Android malware research community, AndroZoo provides over ten million APK files, Android’s application package, available to download, including benign applications and malware obtained mainly from Google Play. Other repositories, such as VirusShare [1] and Malpedia [2], provide only malware as this is their main focus. Researchers then choose applications from these repositories and build their experiment. They mainly perform the following types of experiments: reverse engineering to understand a sample’s behavior, malware detection, malware family classification. To help with these tasks, visualization tools provide ways to show relevant information about one application or a dataset of applications. In this paper we present DaViz, a visualization tool for representing Android malware datasets. This document is structured in the following way: after the state of the art in Section II, we describe our tool in Section III and a use case in Section IV. Lastly, we make our conclusions and hints for future works in Section V.

II. STATE OF THE ART

In this section, we review the literature on works presenting visualization methods for malware analysis. We start with those aimed towards the Android environment, then with more recent tools for x86, and lastly methods for visualizing malware datasets.

Jain et al. [3] propose a method to visualize the program’s .dex file into a color 2D image. The method aims to help recognize patterns in the bytecode file, by allowing the user to match colors and structures while comparing with other applications. Jenkins et al. [4] propose a tool to better understand inter-component communication and intents in an application. Using dynamic analysis, the tool outputs a graph of calls between components. Santhanam et. al [5] present a tool to visualize artifacts of an Android program, in order to help an analyst studying an unknown application if it violates confidentiality, integrity or availability. These artifacts can be control flow graphs, system flow graphs, information flow graphs, or a combination of these results. By looking at the interactions operated by the program, the analyst can discern more easily if the application contains a possible malicious behavior. Lalande et. al [6] propose a tool for representing the dynamic execution of an application with a replay option. It allows to visualize the system flow graph, which represent everything the application touches (a taint analysis), allowing to see the interactions the program performs during execution. Although a precise understanding of a single application is their main goal, these tools are not suitable for comparing many applications at the same time when more malware appear day by day.

The next papers are other recent, non-Android specific malware analysis visualization tools. MalViz [7] is a malware tracing visualization tool. It allows the user to see the interaction between processes and API calls. The interface shows the types of operations performed by the program, a time-lapse of the interactions with their triggers, and the libraries used by each process. Case studies were conducted with Windows system programs and malware to show behavior differences between these types of programs. The SymNav [8] tool was designed to show the execution tree until the ”malicious behavior”, abstract these execution steps, and then compare them to other samples. By comparing the execution steps, analysts get a glance of the type (and family) of malware they have at hands.

In addition to visualize a single sample, other visualization tools focus on a set of applications. The following papers try to represent a collection of applications, by either presenting information of every element it has, by showing similarities between subsets of elements, or both. Saxe et al. [9] present a tool that shows similarities between applications in a malware dataset, according to their system call sequences. Semantic sequences of system calls in logs are calculated, and then compared between the different applications in the dataset. Gove et al. [10] propose a tool to compare sets of attributes of malware sample to a dataset. Using histograms, Venn diagrams and matrices, the tool show how similar the sample is to a dataset. It helps reverse engineers speed up their work with new applications, and analysts to discern whether new samples are based on older samples, or if they are different applications. Event though these solutions allow to represent sets of programs, other kinds interactions and characteristics are available to exploit them for different tasks in malware research.
III. DAVIZ

In this section we will present our malware datasets visualization tool called DaViz (which stands for Dataset Visualization), the types of chart it can produce, and the tasks users can accomplish with it.

A. Functionality

DaViz allows users to browse datasets using different types of charts. These charts are created by specifying the type of chart and the characteristics users want to show. These characteristics where calculated using Droidlysis, a "property extractor for Android apps": for each application it outputs different boolean characteristics from signatures in the code, alongside other ones from the application’s Manifest file (like permissions, intents, activities, etc.).

Different charts can be created using the multiple characteristics available:

- **Venn (Euler) charts**: These charts allow to see the set relationships between the different characteristics, where the size of each set corresponds to the number of applications with that characteristic. Intersections between sets correspond to the number of applications with the characteristic in common. It also allows to see the integration of the chosen characteristics: if two of them are mutually exclusive, they will appear separate from each other.

- **Bar charts**: These charts show the size relationship between bars. Each bar represent a single characteristics and its size represents a value such as: the number of applications with the corresponding characteristic, the average size, and others. Users specify both abscissa and ordinate before creating the chart. In the case of characteristics such as size and the application’s date year, users specify the range for each bar.

- **Heat charts**: These charts show the magnitude between two dimensions with a color hue. In our case, users specify the different characteristics for the abscissa and the ordinate, and lastly the value for each intersection (number of applications having both characteristic, the average size, etc.).

B. Interactivity

Interactivity is one of the key features of DaViz: once a chart is created, users can create more charts that will appear from left to right of the first chart and an interaction performing a selection on one of the charts will affect the charts on the right. The intent behind this behavior is to let users selects sub-parts of the datasets based on filters applied to the characteristics and see the results on the right diagrams. For example, if the first chart is a Venn diagram and the user selects one set (that represent one characteristic), all the elements of next charts will only contain applications that have this characteristic. Users then are able to manipulate the charts by selecting the characteristics they are interested to see.

C. Associated tasks

DaViz allows to accomplish two lain tasks: dataset exploration and dataset comparison.

The first task, dataset exploration, has a "discovery" and "exploration" goal according to the different goals defined by Munzner [11]. By exploring the datasets, users can gain new knowledge, verify hypothesis, or generate new sub datasets from the data at hand.

The second task, dataset comparison, has a "comparison" goal [11]: once users choose the datasets they are interested in, charts can be created to show differences between datasets. Multiple datasets can be compared at once, but a one by one comparison allows a more focus approach by concentrating in only two datasets at a time.

IV. USE CASE

In this example we show a comparison between two datasets: VirusShare 2019 a malware dataset of 66,381 applications and AndroZoo 30k 2020, a 29,883 sample from AndroZoo extracted in 2020. Two charts are created: a Venn diagram and a bar chart.

![Fig. 1a. A Venn diagram in DaViz](image)

![Fig. 1b. The same Venn diagram with the whole dataset included](image)
that the sets’ sizes represent the proportion between them in one dataset, which can be misleading for comparison. In order to fix this, users can compare the sets with the whole dataset respectively. By selecting the scale option, the previous Venn diagram changes to Fig 1b. Now we can see that the "Exec command", although is the most present characteristic among the others selected, is not as present as in the malware dataset, where almost every application use it. The user can conclude that the VirusShare dataset contains mostly malware that try to execute code more frequently compared to the general case of applications in AndroZoo, and further inspection may be performed.

The bar chart, shown in Fig 2a shows the distribution of applications in the dataset by year. By default, it will show all possible applications with a date, no filter is applied (Fig 2a). The user can, for example, select in the Venn diagram to only show the bar chart those applications with "Exec command" and "DexClassLoader" by clicking the in the Venn diagram the intersection corresponding to these two characteristics. The bar charts for both datasets will update, shown in Fig 2b, to show the same distribution but for application containing both characteristics chosen in the Venn diagram. We can see that, for AndroZoo 30k 2020, 2016 is the year with most applications with this selection (Exec command” and "DexClassLoader") while for VirusShare 2019 is 2018. The trend is that there are more applications in this last dataset containing the select characteristics than in the other dataset. To perform a better comparison, users can change the scale of the ordinate to show percentage, and then show the dataset total.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we presented DaViz, a dataset visualization tool for exploration and comparison. Using different techniques, like filtering and reordering, users can gain an insight of the malware datasets at hand, and compare datasets to understand their differences and similarities. The tool, being a work-in-progress, can still be modified and improved. Future work will concentrate in adding new functionalities, like automatic selection of features that maximizes the difference between two datasets, and adding other types of charts. Lastly, a future goal would be to perform a user experience test. It will allow to compare how users perform a number tasks using our tool against the performing the same tasks using another baseline visualization tool.
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